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- **Strengthen existing initiatives** aimed at facilitating access to study abroad for underrepresented groups (Institut Villebon Charpak’s programs, Passeport Avenir’s initiatives with the United States...).

- **Diversify financial support:** develop financial aid programs (French-American Fulbright Commission, MICEFA...).

- **Add diversity criteria** to existing financial aid programs to facilitate access for new publics.

- **Extend the « Administrator’s visits program »** of the French American Fulbright Commission to French administrators coming to the United States.
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- **Internationalization of democratization programs** (scaling iREU NSF program)

- **Share innovative programs and best practices** of study abroad initiatives to better suit the needs of both the American and French institutions.
  - **Asymmetric exchanges** (for example: summer school in France for American students / semester abroad in the United States for French students).
  - Exchanges including intensive French as a second language or English as a second **language courses/cultural awareness program** (think in terms of groups rather than individuals, provide success stories for students from the same background)
  - Exchanges followed by a **short term internship** in a company or lab.
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